THE ORIGINAL PROPOSAL POSTED January 22, 2020 FOR THE ABOVE NOTED PROJECT IS AMENDED AS NOTED IN ADDENDUM #2.

RECEIPT OF THIS ADDENDUM SHALL BE ACKNOWLEDGED BY INSERTING ITS NUMBER ON THE BID FORM IN THE SPACE PROVIDED.

This addendum is issued for the purpose of providing additional information and is hereby made part of the contract drawings and specifications to the same extent as though it were fully incorporated therein.

Failure to acknowledge any addendum will be cause for rejection.

**Item #1 Response to submitted questions:**

1. Will federal funds be used for the purchase of these vehicles? **Answer: No**
2. Vehicles Specifications using IFB Page 6 item numbers:
   i. Item # 6: Minimum 7 passengers the 2020 Dodge Caravan can transport 7 students. If you are looking to transport 8 passengers it is a different vehicle application. **Answer: Seven (7) passenger vans needed.**
   ii. Item # 15: Assist Grip for the 2nd row. The 3 row will not have the Assist Grip. **Ok, as long as there is something to "grab" and act as a point of contact while getting in and out of the vehicle.**
   iii. Item # 17 Seat-belts (c): Explain Lower anchors & tethers for children at what age for the children? **These would be the anchor points to install booster seats if needed**
   iv. Item # 18 Seating (a): Drivers /Front Passengers 4-way adjustment will be manual. **Manual adjustment is acceptable.**
   v. Item # 22: Child Reminder System please verify what are you looking for? **If vehicle does not have a factory reminder to check seats prior to leaving (commonly a message that flashes across dash then "Checkmate EP1" or similar to meet MA 7D requirement change on 10/01/2020 is needed.**
   vi. Item # 23: Do you want floor mats for the for the 3 row area? **Specs only call for 1st and 2nd row, please include 3rd row in the price, but separated as an alternate (optional) item.**
   vii. Item # 35: Auto Start- Are you looking for a Remote Start to be installed? **Yes, a standard remote start.**
   viii. Item # 38: Are you adding a separate radio system from the school for the drivers to be able to respond back to the school? **Yes, the City will install its own.**
ix. Item # 39: Explain space under dash to accommodate LED indicator lights?
   Must be room to fit a 3"x4" (approximate) flasher control box with led indicators used to operate overhead "School Bus" sign to be installed by customer.

x. Item # 20: Explain what is built in harness holds? These are the plastic clips that are mounted on the door pillar that acts as a guide to the seat belts?

3. Do you want 7D added to each van? Customer will set up the remaining 7D requirements ie. sign, belt cutter, etc.

4. Will the vehicles have lettering Greenfield School, phone number, Vehicle identification numbers on each vehicle? Customer will apply all decals required for 7D.

5. Are you adding a Child Checkmate system in each vehicle? If Child Reminder is not sufficient to meet 10/01/2020 MA 7D requirements.

6. Are you adding running boards for students for easy entrance to the vans? Not in specs, but may be added as a separate alternate (optional) item for consideration.

7. Do you want vinyl added to the seats in case students have an accident? Not in specs, but may be add as a separate alternate (optional) item for consideration.

8. Do you want a spare tire & jack/winch or do you want an inflator & sealant? Not in specs, but may be add as a separate alternate (optional) item for consideration.

END OF ALL SUBMITTED QUESTIONS

Please include this Addendum in the bid submission documents.